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Structure and magnetism of cobalt clusters
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The lowest-energy geometric structures and isomers of freestanding CoN clusters (4<N<60) and their
corresponding magnetic moments are calculated using an evolutive algorithm based on a many-body Gupta
potential and a self-consistentspd tight-binding method, respectively. We found an icosahedral growth pattern
for the global minimum with some hcp and fcc structures for some particular sizes, whereas for the second
isomer, distorted icosahedral structures are obtained in general. With the aim to study the possible coexistence
of isomers within the experimental cluster beam we assumed an equilibrium distribution and calculated for
each cluster size the different coexistent structures and the relative populations at room temperature. Our
results show that the coexistence is present only at some particular sizes, in agreement with chemical-
adsorption and photoionization experiments. Our self-consistent tight-binding calculations considering 3d, 4s,
and 4p valence electrons for the magnetic properties show that the magnetic moments for the global minima
and the second isomers are in general very similar except in a small region of 20,N,40 atoms where the
magnetic moment of the global minimum is smaller than that of the second isomer. We compare our results for
the magnetic behavior of the global minimum with theoretical calculations available in the literature as well as
with experimental results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments on free ferromagnetic clusters in molecu
beams1–4 allow the study of the evolution of certain ele
tronic properties in going from the atom to the bulk. Ne
specific size-dependent cluster properties have even
revealed.5 The magnetic properties of clusters in a molecu
beam are measured in an experimental setup where the
magnetic particles are deflected with a Stern-Gerlach m
net, and as a result of the inhomogeneous magnetic fi
single-sided deflections are observed. Billaset al.1 have

measured the magnetic moments (m̄N) for Fe, Co, and Ni
clusters as a function of the cluster size. For the three

ments the global decrease ofm̄N with cluster size is super
imposed by weak oscillations whose extrema occur at dif
ent sizes depending on the element. In order to explain
oscillatory behavior, they have applied a magnetic sh
model that gives partial agreement over the experime
curve, but the most puzzling assumption they made is
the clusters are structureless and formed by several sphe
atomic shells with no variation of the magnetic moment p
atom of each shell when the cluster size changes. Bloom
and co-workers2–5 have reported experimental giant ma
netic moments for 3d and 4d transition metal~TM! clusters
using a similar technique. Their results agree quantitativ
with the predictions of the superparamagnetic model,6 al-
though this model applies only under certain experimen
beam conditions:1,7 namely, those corresponding to rotatio
ally warm or hot clusters. The internal cluster temperatur
one of the most controversial aspects of this kind of exp
0163-1829/2003/67~17!/174413~9!/$20.00 67 1744
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ment. In particular, for cobalt clusters, the deflection profi
show the possible coexistence in the cluster beam of
isomers in the region ofN555–66 atoms and they hav
pointed out that the differences between the isomeric
quences are substantial enough to require complete struc
rearrangements in order to explain them.2

There are such factors like the symmetry of the clus
the local coordination, and the interatomic distances that
fluence the magnetism in low-dimensional systems. From
theoretical point of view, small cobalt clusters have be
extensively studied by several groups,8–16 mainly throughab
initio schemes. Most of those calculations refer to clusters
a given geometric structure where interatomic distances
either those of the bulk or those obtained after an unifo
local relaxation process starting from the bulk lattice co
stant.

In the context of the magnetic shell model,1 theoretical
calculations have been done assuming predetermined
fcc, or hcp structures. The oscillatory behavior of the ma
netic moment in the 3d TM clusters has been explained e
ther from the purely electronic16 or geometric17 point of
view. Since the magnetic moment mainly originates from
electron-hole pairs at the top of the 3d electron levels and
the number of holes depends on the number of exchanges
electrons, it is expected that some shell structure may ap
in the evolution of the magnetic moment versus cluster s
Following these ideas, Fujima and Sakurai16 have shown that
the oscillatory structure in the size dependence of the m
netic moment is caused by the discreteness of the 4s elec-
tronic states by means of an electronic shell model assum
a spherical harmonic oscillator potential and a given inte
©2003 The American Physical Society13-1
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and invariant number ofd and s electrons per atom. Thei
agreement with the experiment is good in the large-size
gion (N.80).

Assuming a completely different point of view tha
Fujima and Sakurai by disregarding the electronic effe
Jensen and Bennemann17 have developed a simple geomet
cal theory for the atomic shell structure ofm̄. They have
assumed that the magnetic moment of a specific atomic
is a monotonic function of the coordination number (z̄), the
former being lower for closed atomic shells. Thus, maxi
of z̄ should correspond to minima in the magnetic mome
and an oscillatory behavior ofm̄(N) as a function of the
cluster size is expected by adding additional atomic shell
the cluster. However, there are still discrepancies betw
the predictions of these phenomenological models and
experimental data. Moreover,ab initio calculations do not
give support to certain hypotheses like the integer and inv
ant number ofd ands electrons per atom used in the mod
of Fujima and Sakurai16 or the monotonic behavior ofm̄
versusz̄ used in the model of Jensen and Bennemann.17 Re-
cently, semiempirical electronic structure calculations
freestanding TM clusters have been performed by differ
groups using a bulk parametrizedspd tight-binding
Hamiltonian.14,15,18,19 These semiempirical models lead
good qualitative agreement with the experiments when
parametrization is good and when they are solved s
consistently.

Since the magnetism is very sensitive to the atomic en
ronment, the average magnetic moment per atom of the c
ters is expected to reflect the cluster geometry. However,
geometrical structures of clusters with sizes from a few t
to a few hundreds atoms have not been precisely determi
neither theoretically nor experimentally. Reactions of amm
nia and water molecules on hydrogen saturated and
clusters were used to probe the geometrical structures o
and Co clusters by Klotset al.20 The technique they use
determines, by adsorbate binding patterns, the number
nature of particular binding sites on cluster surfaces. Th
molecules prefer binding to single metal atoms that h
minimum metal-metal coordination. The number of su
sites is determined by counting the number of NH3 mol-
ecules that saturates a given cluster. Following this wo
Parks and co-workers21,22have demonstrated that small clu
ters (19<N<34) of nickel, cobalt, and iron tend to ado
primarily polyicosahedral structures when saturated with a
monia, and photoionization experiments suggest that NiN and
CoN clusters are icosahedral up to aboutN5800 atoms.23

Recent theoretical calculations by Aguilera-Granjaet al.18

for NiN clusters using anspd tight-binding Hamiltonian with
geometries obtained from molecular dynamics calculati
using a semiempirical Gupta potential have shown rat
good qualitative agreement with the experimental data of
magnetic moment.4 In the case of CoN clusters, such system
atic studies have not been performed so far, and this is
aim of the present work.

In both magnetic2,3 and chemical reactivity22,24 experi-
mental works, there is evidence for the coexistence of m
than one isomer. In the present theoretical work we e
17441
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ployed an efficient algorithm to obtain the global minim
cluster geometries and higher-energy isomers, obtaining
relative populations of the clusters assuming equilibriu
conditions in the cluster beam. We then calculated the m
netic moments through a self-consistentspd tight-binding
method and compared the results obtained both for the gl
minimum and the second isomer with the experiment.

In the following section we present the theoretical mod
and approximations used for the geometric and electro
part of the problem. Next we discuss the results and comp
them with the experiments and available theoretical da
The main conclusions are summarized at the end.

II. GEOMETRIC AND ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
CALCULATIONS

The optimizations for the determination of the geome
cal structures were performed with an evolutive symbio
algorithm by making 80 000 individual global optimization
starting from random initial configurations of the atom
within a sphere large enough to include all conceivable l
energy geometries. The symbiotic algorithm used here
very efficient variant of the genetic algorithm, the deta
having been published elsewhere.25 The atomic interaction
was modeled with the Gupta potential. This potential has
attractive many-body term formulated in the second-mom
approximation of the density of states within the tigh
binding scheme and a Born-Mayer term which describes
repulsive pair interactions. The functional form of this pote
tial is

V5(
i 51

n S A (
j (Þ i )51

n

expF2pS r i j

r 0n
21D G

2H j2 (
j (Þ i )51

n

expF22qS r i j

r 0n
21D G J 1/2D . ~1!

The parametersp511.604,q52.286, j51.488 eV, andA
50.095 eV for cobalt are obtained by fitting to the bulk c
hesive energy, lattice parameters, and elastic constants.26 The
interatomic distances can be expressed in angstroms by
ing r 0n equal to the bulk interatomic distance. To our know
edge, there are no systematic experimental data availab
the literature which could be used for fitting the potent
parameters. Availableab initio data are scarce and not pe
formed at the required generalized gradient approxima
~GGA! level. Furthermore, the small size of the syste
which could be studied at the GGA level limits the applic
tion of the derived potential parameters to the larger clus
studied in this work. In any case, we have determined t
slight variations of the potential parameters around those
tained from bulk Co affects the size of the cluster rather th
the symmetry. The effect of cluster size on the cluster m
netic moment has been studied elsewhere.27,28

The spin-polarized electronic structure of Co clusters
determined by solving self-consistently a tight-bindin
Hamiltonian for the 3d, 4s, and 4p valence electrons in a
mean-field approximation~TB-HFA!. The hopping integrals
used between two orbitalsa andb at different sitesi and j
3-2
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FIG. 1. Global minima structures for cobalt clusters and the second isomer forN54 –60 atoms. The global minima~first isomer! are
denoted as@1# and the second isomer as@2#. The number below the structure is the average bond distance expressed in angstrom u
174413-3
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J. L. RODRÍGUEZ-LÓPEZ et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 174413 ~2003!
are assumed to be spin-independent and have been fitt
reproduce the band structure of bulk fcc Co.29 This param-
etrization is similar to that used in the study of Co nanop
ticles supported on the~111! Cu substrate.30 The variation of
the hopping integrals with the interatomic distance is
sumed to follow the typical power law depending on t
orbital angular momenta of the states involved in the h
ping process.27 In this work, we are considering hoppin
integrals up to third nearest-neighbor distances. The
change integrals involvings and p electrons are neglected
andJdd51.44 eV is estimated in order to get the bulk ma
netic moment~without orbital contribution! of fcc cobalt,m̄
51.59mB .31 The spin-dependent local electronic occup
tions are self-consistently determined from the local densi
of states which are calculated at each iteration by using
recursion method.32 In this way, the distribution of the loca
magnetic moments and the average magnetic moment
atom of CoN clusters are obtained at the end of the se
consistent cycle.

Since details for the methods and approximations use
the present work both for structural25 and magnetic18,27 parts
have been published elsewhere, we refer the reader to t
references.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the geometries for cobalt clusters resul
from our optimization at some of the most representat
sizes in the range studied in the present work. In the fig
@1# refers to the global minimum whereas@2# corresponds to
the second isomer. There are no experimental works c
cerning the geometrical structures of CoN clusters in the
small-size range considered in this study, although in
case of larger clusters, experimental results from Pella
et al.suggest the icosahedral growth pattern.23 In Co clusters
there is experimental evidence that particle sizes and st
tures are strongly dependent on the growth conditions s
as pressure and temperature.33 The reactions of ammonia an
water molecules on hydrogen-saturated clusters and ph
ionization experiments have been used to obtain clues to
geometrical structures of Fe, Co, and Ni clusters.21 These
works give strong evidence of the polyicosahedral struct
in ammoniated and bare Ni and Co clusters. Our theoret
results indicate that the icosahedral growth pattern is a
obtained here for the global minima structures of CoN ~see
structures denoted as@1# in Fig. 1!. In general, this pattern is
followed by incorporating atoms~one by one! to a stable
closed-shell structure, reaching in this way the main and
termediate icosahedral sizes at 7, 13, 19, 23, 26, 34, 43,
55 atoms. In the case of the second isomer there is n
well-defined family of structures although distorted icosa
dra are generally present and occasionally some fcc and
fragments are present. Our results are consistent with ex
mental observations for larger clusters, suggesting an ic
hedral pattern.

Figure 2 shows the average atomic coordination and
average nearest-neighbor distance for the freestanding
ters shown in Fig. 1. Notice that the average coordination
the two different series of isomers is similar regardless of
17441
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different geometries, except in a region betweenN'20 and
about N'40 atoms. For the nearest-neighbor distanc
small variations are obtained which are also more noticea
in the same region. Whether such variations are reflecte
the evolution of m̄ versusN will be analyzed later. The
nearest-neighbor distance converges relatively fast tow
the bulk value, reaching it in the range ofN520–40 atoms.

In Table I we summarize the results available in the
erature that can be directly compared with our results. In
table only the global minimum structures are included
those works in which structural optimizations have been p
formed. Together with the structural properties we a
present the average magnetic moment per atom. Note
there is not a very wide dispersion in the results.

In Fig. 3 we have plotted the relative stability of the gl
bal minimum „DE25@E(N11)1E(N21)22E(N)#… of
each cluster ofN atoms with respect to its adjacent cluste
with N21 andN11 atoms. Notice the high stability of th
main (N513, 19, 23, 26, 28, 43, and 55 atoms! and inter-
mediate (N510, 15, 28, 32, 36, 46, 49, and 60 atoms! icosa-
hedral sizes. Other maxima in the stability curve, not rela

FIG. 2. In the upper panel we show the averaged atomic co
dination and in the lower panel the averaged interatomic dista
for cobalt clusters fromN54 to 60 atoms. The global minima ar
denoted using (L) and the second isomer with (s). Only those
structures for which we have calculated the magnetic moments
shown.
3-4
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TABLE I. Cluster size, symmetry, average bond distance, and magnetic moments per atom for the global minima structuresm̄0, from
N54 to 60 atoms, compared with available results in the literature. The method of calculation by Guevaraet al. ~Ref. 14!, Andriotis and
Menon~Ref. 15!, and in the present work is TB–HFAa; all the others have used LSDA–DFTb. Experimental values have been reexpress
usinggCo52.0 ~Ref. 1!.

N Symmetry r n ~Å! m̄0 (mB) Reference N Symmetry r n ~Å! m̄0 (mB) Reference
4 Td
c 2.20 8

D2d 2.09–2.65 2.00 12
D2h 2.09–2.68 2.50 12

c 2.50 14
Td 2.61–2.80 2.50 15
Td 2.34 2.99 Present work

5 D4h
c 2.20 14

C4v 2.69–2.79 2.20 15
D3h 2.37 2.94 Present work

6 Oh
c 2.33 8

Oh
c 2.33 14

Td 2.76 2.33 15
Oh 2.37 2.73 Present work

7 D5h 2.40 2.81 Present work
8 fcc c 2.25 14

D2d 2.39 2.69 Present work
9 fcc c 1.89 14

C2v 2.41 2.63 Present work
10 fcc c 2.00 14

C3v 2.42 2.45 Present work
11 C2v 2.42 2.39 Present work
12 fcc c 2.17 14

C5v 2.43 2.37 Present work
13 D3d

c 2.10 8
Oh

c 2.11 8
I h

c 2.33 8
I h 2.33 2.38 9
Oh 2.30 2.08 10
I h 2.26 1.77/2.23 10
Oh

c 1.62/2.08 11
Oh 2.30 2.08 13
Oh

c 2.08 14
D3d 2.71–2.75 2.08 15
Oh

c 2.08 16
D3d

c 2.38 16
I h 2.44 2.36 Present work

14 fcc c 2.14 14
C3v 2.44 2.38 Present work

15 fcc c 2.07 14
C3v 2.45 2.35 Present work

16 Cs 2.45 2.34 Present work
17441
17 fcc c 2.06 14
18 fcc c 2.11 14
19 Oh

c 2.15 8
Oh 2.33 1.95 10
Oh 2.33 1.97 13
Oh

c 2.05 14
D5h 2.54–2.94 2.16 15
Oh

c 1.95 16
hcp c 2.05 16
D5h 2.46 2.21 Present work

21 fcc c 2.06 14
hcp c 2.05 16

23 fcc c 2.00 14
D3h 2.47 2.15 Present work

24 hcp c 1.92 16
26 D6d 2.48 1.95 Present work
27 fcc c 1.96 14
29 hcp 2.69–2.72 1.90 15
30 2.08 Experiment
34 2.46 2.02 Present work
35 fcc c 1.97 14
38 Oh 2.44 2.00 Present work
39 hcp c 1.87 15
43 fcc c 2.12 13

fcc c 1.93 14
fcc c 1.79 15
fcc c 1.93 16

2.46 2.07 Present work
2.01 Experiment

55 fcc c 1.84 14
fcc c 1.91 16

2.47 2.08 Present work
fcc 2.47 2.20 Present work

1.92 Experiment
56 2.46 2.07 Present work
57 hcp c 2.02 16
60 2.46 2.04 Present work
63 fcc c 1.89 14

fcc c 2.08 16
1.89 Experiment
aTight-binding Hartree-Fock analysis.
bLocal spin density approximation in the density functional scheme.
cNonoptimized bond, bulk distance used (r 052.5 Å).
ter
ec-
dral
to the icosahedral family, are located atN56 ~octahedral!
and 38 ~fcc fragment!. For the second isomer~figure not
shown! the relative stability has maxima stability atN55
~square pyramid!, 7 ~capped octahedral!, 9 ~trigonal capped
prism!, 11 ~hcp fragment! 14 ~distorted icosahedral!, and 18,
20, 24, 29, and 32 atoms. In general, for the small clus
sizes, the cluster geometry is highly symmetric for the s
ond isomers—i.e., tetrahedral packing, capped octahe
3-5
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J. L. RODRÍGUEZ-LÓPEZ et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 174413 ~2003!
clusters, and hcp fragments—whereas in the case of la
clusters, they are slightly distorted structures generated f
the icosahedral growth and the hexagonal capped antipr

The possible coexistence of different isomers in the cl
ter beam had been suggested experimentally.2 To investigate
this possibility, we have calculated theoretically the relat
populations of the lowest-energy isomers of each cluster.
assumed an equilibrium distribution at 300 K. The result
this calculation is given in the Fig. 4. Room temperatu
seems to be a reasonable value for the internal cluster
perature as has been discussed by several authors.5,6 The free
energyF was calculated according to34

F5V1(
i

S \v i

2 D1kBT(
i

lnF12expS 2
\v i

kBTD G , ~2!

where the first term represents the potential energy, the
ond the zero-point energy, and the third the vibrational c
tribution to the entropy. The frequencies of the normal mo

FIG. 3. Relative energy stability for the global minimum stru
tures. Peaks of high stability at main (N513 and 55 atoms! and
intermediate icosahedral sizes (N519, 23, 26, 28, 43, and 46 at
oms!.

FIG. 4. The relative normalized populations for the global mi
mum structure~grey bars!, the second isomer~darker bars!, and the
third isomer~white bars! as a function of the cluster size.
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v i were obtained in the harmonic approximation from t
eigenvalues of the Hessian evaluated at the minima in
potential energy surface. Notice that there is coexistenc
isomers of higher potential energy particularly between
closed-shell magic sizes of the icosahedral family, e.g.
sizesN515, 17, 18, 21, 22, 24, 25, 29, 30, 33, 34, 35, 4
44, 51, 52, and 53 atoms. This is due to the influence of
entropic contribution of the low-frequency normal modes
the isomers to the free energy at these sizes where the p
tial energy of the global minimum and next isomer is almo
degenerate. Our results show that the coexistence of diffe
isomers is present particularly in between two adjac
closed-shell structures. However, on average, the glo
minimum contributes 81% to the relative populations, t
second isomer 12%, and the third 7%. There is not a sign
cant contribution from the other higher-energy isomers.

In Fig. 5 we have plotted the results for the average m
netic moment per atom as a function of the cluster size
optimized global minima and for the second isomer. T
available experimental results in the size range considere
this work are also included. Our calculations agree with
experimental results for clusters smaller than 40 ato
whereas for larger cluster sizes we slightly overestim
~about 7%! the value of the magnetic moment. For both t
global minimum and the second isomer we obtain a sim
nonmonotonic decreasing behavior of the magnetic mom
as a function of the cluster size. The main difference betw
the global minima and the second isomer arises for clus
betweenN'20 andN'40, the difference in the magneti
moment being smaller than the 10%, and this is the sa
region where the average coordination and nearest-neig
distance display differences between both sets of geome
~see Fig. 2!. However, inspection of Fig. 2 reveals that th
magnetic behavior in this size range is driven by two co
peting effects. On the one hand, the average coordinatio
lower for the second isomers than for the global minima,
that higher magnetic moments are expected for the sec

FIG. 5. Magnetic moments as a function of the cluster size
<N<60), for the global minima (L) and the second isomer (s)
of cobalt clusters. Experimental points (*) have been reexpres
usinggCo52.0 ~Ref. 1!.
3-6
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STRUCTURE AND MAGNETISM OF COBALT CLUSTERS PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 174413 ~2003!
isomers compared with the global minima. On the oth
hand, the average nearest-neighbor distance is lower fo
second isomers than for the global minima~except forN
.35), so that lower magnetic moments are expected for
second isomers. Figure 5 shows that the average coord
tion effect dominates, and this argument holds in general
all sizes.

Regarding the magnetic moments of the higher-ene
isomers, their magnitudes are expected to be similar to
global minima and the second isomer due to the fact that
coordination and nearest-neighbor distances are very sim
these two properties being the main factors that influe
magnetism in 3d TM clusters.

Finally, considering that the coexistence of the second
mer in the size range studied here is relatively low, toget
with the fact that the average magnetic moment of the glo
minimum and the second isomer are very similar, we c
clude that the isomerization effects~the coexistence of ener
getically different isomers at a given temperature! do not
affect the general magnetic behavior present in cobalt c
ters and comparison with experiments can be made using
global minimum structures. In a recent work on R
clusters,27 we also have found that isomerization does n
play a significant role in the general magnetic behavior.

It is pertinent now to compare our results with those av
able in the literature. The most systematic calculations d
in the same size range as our study are those by Guevaet
al.,14 Andriotis and Menon,15 and Fujima and Sakurai16 ~see
Fig. 6!. Guevaraet al. used a tight-binding formalism al
though they only considered fixed fcc geometries with
structural optimization. Andriotis and Menon also used
tight-binding model but combined with a molecular dyna

FIG. 6. The magnetic moment of the global minimum (L)
compared with the results by Guevaraet al. (¹) ~TB-HFA! ~Ref.
14! and by Fujima and Sakurai (m) ~LSDA-DFT! ~Ref. 16!, both
using bulk interatomic distance and fcc structures, while Andrio
and Menon (s) used a combined MD-TB scheme~Ref. 15!. Ex-
perimental values by Billaset al. (*) ~Ref. 1!.
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ics scheme. Their calculated structures are mainly a com
nation of fcc and hcp relaxed geometries and some icos
dral for particular clusters sizes. Finally, the calculations
Fujima and Sakurai were done using anab initio LSDF
scheme for fixed fcc and hcp clusters without structural
timization. In general all the results present a smooth os
latory behavior superimposed onto a continuous decreas
the average magnetic moments versus cluster size. Ou
sults predict larger magnetic moments than the former th
calculations for the smaller clusters (N,23) and similar val-
ues for larger clusters.

There are various possibilities for the discrepancy
tween our and previous calculations. First, the electro
structure and the resulting magnetic moments in our w
were calculated using a spd tight-binding model para
etrized to the Co bulk. In particular, the exchange param
was chosen so as to reproduce the bulk magnetic mome
would be possible, however, to choose this parameter in
ferent ways. For instance, one can perform anab initio cal-
culation of a given cluster and fit the exchange paramete
order to reproduce its average magnetic moments. Sl
variations in the absolute values of the magnetic mome
are expected among the different parametrizations of the
change parameter. Also, the overall size of the cluster~aver-
age interatomic distance! has an effect on the absolute valu
of the magnetic moment, as noted above.

Let us now focus on some selected cluster sizes. FoN
54 our calculation predicts a tetrahedral cluster, in agr
ment with Andriotis and Menon. Our value of the magne
moment is larger than theirs, which is also larger than t
calculated by Li and Gu8 for the nonoptimized tetrahedra
geometry with bulk interatomic distances. ForN56 we have
an octahedral cluster, generally accepted as the most s
structure for this size, although Andriotis and Menon’s c
culation predicted a different geometry withTd symmetry.
Calculations performed by Guevaraet al.14 and Li and Gu8

for the nonoptimized octahedral geometry with the bulk
teratomic distance report the same magnetic momentm̄
52.33mB), larger than the bulk value but slightly lower tha
our result (m̄52.73mB).

For N513 we have an icosahedral cluster. Although t
icosahedral structure is generally accepted to be the gl
minimum at this size, there are some theoretical calculati
that consider the fcc or the hcp as the most sta
structure.13,15Our magnetic moment for this cluster size is
agreement with first principles calculations performed by
and Gu8 and Jinlonget al.9 although the cluster size i
slightly different. ForN513, different values for the mag
netic moment are reported in the literature, ranging fromm̄

52.08mB for the cube-octahedral~fcc! cluster to m̄
52.36mB in the case of our icosahedral cluster. ForN519
atoms we have the typical double icosahedron that is a
generally accepted as the global minimum structure,
though fcc and hcp fragments have also been proposed.10,8,14

For this cluster size our magnetic moment is in good agr
ment with that calculated by Andriotis and Menon althou
the cluster size is slightly different.

s
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For N523 and 26 atoms we have polyicosahedral str
tures, consistent with the icosahedral growth pattern; the
spective magnetic moments arem̄2352.15mB and m̄26
51.95mB , the calculation of Guevaraet al. for N523 is an
fcc fragment, and the corresponding magnetic momen
m̄2352.0mB . For N538 atoms, the fcc structure is mor
stable than the icosahedra, and similar behavior is also
served for Ni and Rh clusters.18,27 In the case ofN543 the
most common structure used in the calculations is the
atom cube-octahedral~CO! minus the 12 atoms at the vert
ces ~fcc! ~CO55-12!; the reported values for the magnet
moments vary betweenm̄4351.79mB reported by Andriotis
and Menon tom̄4352.12mB reported by Chuanyumet al. In
our case, the calculated structure is the partially cap
icosahedral~following the umbrella growth process! and the
magnetic moment ism̄4352.07mB . For N555 most of the
reported calculations are done using the cluster with cu
octahedral~fcc! symmetry, although there is experiment
evidence by Parkset al.22 that the most stable structure is th
icosahedral cluster. In this size, our global minimum is
agreement with the experimental evidence, and the ca
lated magnetic moment (m̄55

I h52.07mB) is slightly larger than
the experimental one.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported a systematic study of the geome
structure and magnetic properties of small cobalt cluster
a function of cluster size. Our results indicate that the glo
minimum structure for the small clusters follow mainly a
icosahedral pattern with the exception of fcc and hcp fr
ments for certain sizes. The icosahedral pattern is part
larly clear fromN57 to N519 whereby incorporating at
ev

ld,

ys

v
l,

ev
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oms, one by one, the icosahedral and the double-icosahe
structures are built. Other polyicosahedral clusters are
served atN523, 26, 34, 43, and 55 atoms. For the seco
isomer, distorted icosahedral clusters are obtained in gen
although some fcc and hcp distorted fragments are occas
ally obtained. Our results are consistent with experimen
observations for relative large clusters that suggest an ic
hedral growth.

At room temperature, the coexistence of isomers
present, although it is relatively low. The global minimu
contributes on average approximately 81% to the total. T
contribution of the second isomer is 12%, whereas for
third isomer, just 7%. We did not find significant coexisten
of higher-energy isomers. The average magnetic momen
the global minimum and the second isomer are in gen
similar. Considering the above facts, we conclude that
influence of the isomerization on the magnetic behavior v
sus cluster size is not important for cobalt.

Our results compare qualitatively well with the availab
experimental data. In general all the theoretical results for
magnetic moments present a smooth oscillatory behavior
perimposed on a continuous decrease of the average m
netic moment.
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